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FOX TROT

Words by PITTsburg Phil II
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"Every Day A Winning Day"
It's Known As The Actual How
Writers of
My Bookie Pulled Up Lame,
I'm Hitting Pretty, "Pace The
Pay Window With Me and other Hits.

Played in the Home
Sung on the Stage
Danced-Everywhere.

Moderato

Voice

If you want to know how to get the dough
You'll get all the jack at the old race track
And you're a lover of horses
If you will listen to reason

There's a plan that's known makes book makers moan
It's successful at all
ev'ry time you play is a winning day
You can beat 'em real good

race courses
Here's some good advice
It wins ev'ry day
while you work or play
If it's hot or if it's

losses
For a two cent stamp
Get yourself in line
For this dough-get-ter of mine
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The miracle system that infallible system's A winning play system with

p-f

me You don't have to worry no more All your troubles are o'er The

miracle system will make you resist 'em Bright smiling faces you'll

see Believe me Kummer or Sande are not half as handy As the

Miracle system to me. The me.
All Missourians—Doubters—Skeptics—Losers!

Write Today for Complete Prospectus of

THE MIRACLE SYSTEM

(FULLY COPYRIGHTED AND PROTECTED)

FREE FACTS

Concerning Owners, Trainers, Jockeys, Clockers, Handicappers, Public Selectors, Tipsters, Bookmakers, Stable Information

COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION Relative to Weight, Time, Class, Law of Averages, Ratings, Workouts, Betting, Stables, Progression Methods, the "Inside" About Coups, a Complete System Review, and Much Other Enlightening and Valuable Information and Pointers.

Our 80-page Crystallized Racing Manual, which is a complete analysis of the sport is just the sort of work you have wished for—a detailed and absolutely comprehensive volume, written in common sense, easy to understand style. Every racing enthusiast will profit by its reading. For once you receive something worth while. IT'S YOURS FOR THE ASKING, ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT CHARGE OR OBLIGATION.

YOU CAN MAKE EVERY WEEK A WINNING WEEK

with the same assurance as you would negotiate a certified check. This safe, sane, scientific System, which required years of concentrated study to perfect, is especially adapted for handbook operations. Worth what it WILL WIN plus what you MUST LOSE without it. It is NOT a list of horses to follow, no “double up” or first, second or third choice BUBBLE. Hundreds of prosperous clients located from Coast to Coast have testified to the unvarying consistency of this Percentage Winner Supreme. We ever stand prepared to submit a collection of these flattering endorsements in ORIGINAL FORM, with the envelope attached showing postmark and cancelled stamp. This indisputable evidence is a hundredfold more convincing than our full-page "ad." It merits your careful consideration. We are waiting for you to check up and are ready to turn the bookmakers' percentage in your favor. If you appreciate the true meaning of the word N-O-W, you will soon spell it the other way around, W-O-N ! ! ! Liberal terms contingent upon resultant earnings. If the system does not win consistently and fulfill every claim, you owe us nothing. All inquiries in COMPLETE and ABSOLUTE Confidence. Postals ignored.
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